
 DON’TS OF HOOPERS: 
 
 
DON’TS:  
No trays or dirty dishes at the server stations or on ice bins________ 
No cell phone at work unless it’s an emergency or if you have children.  If caught with a cell 
phone, YOU WILL BE SEPARATED FROM PAYROLL. (always let a manager know if this is 
the case). ______________________________ 
No smoking or chewing gum– ever!  
Never walk back into the kitchen empty handed. Pre-bus your own tables or help someone 
else with theirs.  ________ 
Never ask a customer in the shirt shack or at the front door how everything was. Bad idea. 
________ 
Never go behind the helm for any reason. _______ 
Never stand up in the front unless you are waiting to seat a table or to talk to a manager. 
________  
Never take unpolished silverware or crinkled silverware bags to a table. ________  
 
Never fan yourself, especially with your tray or menus. ________  
Never use plastic cups for your own drink, only use cone cups – they are purchased 
specifically for server use. ________  
Never stack chairs on the deck until all customers have left. ________  
Do not waste feast food by bringing too much – the managers monitor this as they walk 
through the room. ________ 
Never be rude to anyone, when you are in the weeds you want all the help you can get, so if 
you’re always nice and willing to help others you will get help in return. ________  
Never let tables suffer because you are embarrassed to ask for help, ask a fellow server or a 
manager if you need any assistance with a table. ________ 
Never hang out by the hostess station. There is no reason to be up there unless you are 
helping to seat. ________ 
Never use any china or glass that is chipped or cracked. ________ 
Never hold a dish so that your fingers touch the food.  ________ 
 
I have read and UNDERSTAND what I should not do while working at Hooper’s in order to 
retain my employment.  I am also aware of the consequences of bringing my cell phone to 
work and if caught with it will result in SEPARATION FROM PAYROLL. 
 
 
Print Name: _____________________________________  Date: ____________________ 
 
 
Signature: _______________________________________ 
 
 


